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Bringing the best in live jazz to Edmonton since 1973

membership
Your Edmonton Jazz Society Membership supports a variety of
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have a home in our city.
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Edmonton Jazz Society, 11 Tommy Banks Way, Edmonton AB  T6E 2M2
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9 p.m. - Midnight 
EVERY TUESDAY!

• Hosted by a different  professional band 
every week

• Host set 9-10 p.m. - amateurs & professionals
sitting in after 10 p.m.

• only $3 admission (applies to all members,
guests and musicians)

MARCH AND APRIL JAM SESSIONS

Tuesday, March 2 - The Jazz Collective
Quartet (Mike Gillespie,
Greg Dust, Dino
Dominelli, pianist to be
announced) 

Tuesday, March 9 - Bob Tildesley Combo 

Tuesday, March 16 - Tilo Paiz Quartet 

Tuesday, March 23 - Craig Brenan Combo 

Tuesday, March 30 - Rubim de Toledo Trio 

Tuesday, April 6 - J.F. Picard Combo 

Tuesday, April 13 - Mo Lefever Combo 

Tuesday, April 20 - Caner Ustundag Combo 

Tuesday, April 27 - Marcus Taylor Quartet

COME LISTEN OR SIT IN!
Doors: 8pm • Show: 9pm



Following his
graduation
from St.

Francis Xavier University,
Halifax-born bassist
Simon Fisk moved to
Vancouver in 1995.
Almost immediately
upon his arrival he
started working with
pianist Chris Gestrin.
The following year Tom
Foster took the drum
chair to form the Simon
Fisk Trio.

This eight year old
group has issued one
recording, 2002's
Trainwrecks, a Western
Canadian Music Awards
nominee in 2003 for
Outstanding Jazz
Recording, and has a live
recording with a concert
DVD scheduled for
release in early 2004.

Fisk studied with the

great American bassist
Gary Peacock, a veteran
of many outstanding
piano trios.  One of
Simon's main performing
credits is as the bassist
for the Michael
Kaeshammer Trio for
three years.  These
experiences have helped
him develop an individual
style and given him a
deep appreciation for the
trio format.  "I like the
interaction that the trio
setting provides," says
Fisk.

He has become a

sought-after bassist in
Vancouver and developed
national stature through
his touring with
Kaeshammer as well as
other west coast-based
groups.

The other members
of the trio, Chris Gestrin
and Tom Foster, are both
highly-regarded members
of the Vancouver jazz
community.  Chris
Gestrin is a Berklee
graduate who is
emerging as one of the

great new talents of the
Canadian music scene.
Tom Foster is an
Edmonton native who
has lived on the west
coast for many years
now.  Any time he visits
the Yardbird Suite, it's a
very welcome return.

from 
Vancouver

David Braid - piano
John McLeod - trumpet
Mike Murley - sax

Gene Smith - trombone
Steve Wallace - bass
Terry Clarke - drums

Simon Fisk - bass
Chris Gestrin - piano
Tom Foster - drums

FRIDAY • MARCH 5
DOORS 8PM • SHOW 9PM • MEMBERS $14/GUESTS $18

Although originally trained in
classical music, pianist David
Braid was intrigued with jazz

and entered the Jazz Performance
Program at the University of Toronto on a
four year scholarship. Graduating with
honours, at 28 he is now the youngest
faculty member in the same program.

He has accomplished a lot in a very
short time. In 1998, he was a semi-finalist
at the Martial Solal Jazz Piano Competition
in Paris. That same year, he was
commissioned by the Global Knowledge
Foundation to write and perform an
original piece honouring Dr. Stephen
Hawking. He has performed with most of
the top Toronto-based jazz musicians.
Braid is also becoming well-known as an
outstanding composer.

Perhaps the greatest tribute to his
talents as a player and a composer is that
he has been able to form his own sextet
featuring several of the best Canadian

musicians - John McLeod on trumpet, Mike
Murley on saxophone, Gene Smith on
trombone, Steve Wallace on bass and Terry
Clarke on drums. It's not often that a young
player can attract players of such stature to
perform, record and tour with him.

Braid's eponymous debut CD was
released in 2002. It featured eight of his
compositions performed by the sextet
which will be appearing at the Yardbird
Suite. The group was nominated in the
category of Best Canadian Jazz Ensemble
at the 2003 National Jazz Awards. David
was nominated personally for Best Pianist
and Best Composer. Listeners are
astounded by the remarkable dynamic
between the band members and Braid's
original compositions. In all, Braid has
composed thirty originals specifically for
this sextet. 

A second album recorded live at the
Top O' The Senator in Toronto will be
released to coincide with the group's

March 2004 Canadian tour.
One of David Braid's goals is to

disseminate a musical experience to his
audience that will maintain and revitalize
interest in jazz for a newer generation of
musicians and jazz lovers. He wants to
engage and sustain the curiosity of his
audience, producing a rich and inspiring
musical experience which will emphasize
the beauty and complexity of jazz
harmony, melody and rhythm.

david•braid•sextet
from 

Toronto

• 3MARCH • APRIL 2004

SATURDAY • MARCH 6
DOORS 8PM • SHOW 9PM • MEMBERS $7/GUESTS $11

simon•fisk•trio
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Ruthie
Foster was
the surprise

hit at Edmonton's Folk
Music Festival in 2002,
and had two sold out
shows last June here at
the Yardbird Suite.  The
young blues and gospel
singer from Texas and
her accompanist, Cyd
Cassone, are returning to
the Yardbird Suite for a
three day engagement.

Ruthie Foster is a
remarkable vocalist, with
a powerful, earthy voice.
Ruthie's simply amazing
vocal abilities have critics

comparing her to Ella
Fitzgerald and Aretha
Franklin.  Her songs are
a hybrid of blues, gospel,
roots and folk music rich
with spirituality and
emotion.  Ruthie will be
accompanied by
percussionist Cyd
Cassone, who also does
backup vocals and
manages the Ruthie
Foster Band.  Cyd comes
from a folk and gospel
background and has
been performing with
Ruthie since 1996. 

The two put out their
first CD, Full Circle, on

Ruthie's own M.O.D.
(“My Own Damned”)
record label in 1997;
Crossover appeared on
Blue Corn in 1999 and
Runaway Soul on Blue
Corn in 2002.  Touring
mainly as an acoustic
duo, Ruthie and Cyd
have appeared at
festivals such as the Folk
Alliance in Nashville, the
Kerrville Folk Festival in
Texas, and the
Waterfront Blues Festival
in Oregon.  In Canada,
they have become
favorites at the
Winnipeg, Edmonton,

Canmore and Vancouver
Folk Festivals.  Last fall,
Ruthie and Cyd made
their first appearance on
television's Austin City
Limits, gaining exposure
to an international
audience. 

ruthie•foster•and•cyd•cassone

from 
Texas

THURS-FRI-SAT • MAR 11-13
THURS: DOORS 7:30PM • SHOW 8PM 
FRI/SAT: DOORS 8PM • SHOW 9PM• MEMBERS $18/GUESTS $22

Ruthie Foster - vocals, guitar
Cyd Cassone - percussion, vocals

Three
Days!

“Runaway Soul is not
so much a happy union
of gospel and blues as a
riveting tug-of-war
between the two, with
Foster's powerhouse
voice caught in the
middle as the prize.”

Richard Skanse, 
Texas Music

“The energy Ruthie
brings with just voice
and guitar (and
percussion and backing
vocal assistance from
partner Cyd Cassone) is
amazing.  She has the
irresistible blaze--it's
impossible to look
away.”

Mary Armstrong,
Philadelphia City

“A major talent; not only
a great singer, but
someone with the ability
to really move you--truly
a rare gift.”

Austin Chronicle

YARDBIRD SUITE BLUES



Mike Herriott - trumpet
Tommy Banks - piano
Kent Sangster - sax

Dennis Esson - trombone
Mike Lent - bass
Mike Gillespie - drums

Victoria-based trumpeter
Mike Herriott is an
accomplished and

respected musician in both the classical
and jazz genres.  He is widely
recognized as a multi-instrumentalist,
being proficient on trumpet, trombone
and bass.  A musician of great versatility
and ability, he has shared the stage with
some of the world's finest musicians
including Maynard Ferguson, Slide
Hampton, Phil Nimmons, Pat LaBarbera,
Tommy Banks, Chucho Valdes, Kenny
Wheeler and Ian McDougall.
Edmonton's jazz fans will likely
remember him best as a member of
Hugh Fraser's Vancouver Ensemble of
Jazz Improvisation (VEJI). In 2000, he

put all of his
experience
together in a
symphonic pops
show entitled
“The Trumpet
Shall Sound,” an
entertaining
journey through
300 years of
trumpet music.
Herriott has
performed the
show as guest

soloist with a number of Canadian
orchestras.

Since his last appearance at the
Yardbird Suite in November 2002, Mike
has recorded a new CD entitled Unto
the Breach which will be released just
prior to this concert.  He has also been
featured on many other recordings. In
addition, Mike has two discs of his own
as leader:  Free at Last, released in 1995
and A Piece of the Action, released in
2001. 

For this special CD release weekend,
Mike is bringing his trombone cohort
Dennis Esson from the west coast and
adding four of Edmonton's finest
musicians - Tommy Banks on piano,
Kent Sangster on sax, Mike Lent on
bass and Mike Gillespie on drums. 

“Whether he's playing a trumpet, a
trombone or a flugelhorn, Mike Herriott
blows a fountain of musical ideas out of
each one of them.  One note better than
the next.”

Ross Porter, 
After Hours, CBC Radio

mike•herriott•sextet
with special guests Tommy Banks and Kent Sangster

from 
Victoria

peter•manley•trio

FRIDAY • MARCH 26
DOORS 8PM • SHOW 9PM • MEMBERS $7/GUESTS $11

Calgary-based guitarist and jazz educator Peter Manley
will be making his first appearance at the Yardbird Suite in
the company of two of this country's best accompanists,

bassist Jim Vivian and Edmonton's own Juno nominee drummer
Sandro Dominelli.

from 
Calgary

Peter Manley - guitar
Jim Vivian - bass
Sandro Dominelli - drums

• 5MARCH • APRIL 2004

FRI & SAT • MARCH 19 - 20
DOORS 8PM • SHOW 9PM • MEMBERS $12/GUESTS $16



New York-
based
guitarist

Peter Leitch last appeared
at the Yardbird Suite in the
fall of 2001 in a duo
format with saxophonist
Gary Bartz.  He returns to
the Suite in the company
of two of Canada's finest
jazz musicians, bassist
Steve Wallace and
drummer Terry Clarke.

Canadian-born and
raised, Leitch moved to
New York in 1982 to
pursue his jazz career.  The
results have definitely
been positive for him as
he has placed several

times in the Downbeat
International Jazz Critics
Poll, performed at most of
the major New York jazz
venues, and toured and
played worldwide with
many of the music's finest
practitioners.  Peter is also
a composer of note and a
highly regarded jazz
educator.

Leitch’s recording
credits include fifteen
discs as a leader and many
more as a sideman.
Besides the
aforementioned Gary
Bartz, his recording
partners have included
Bobby Watson, Renee

Rosnes, Billy Hart,
“Smitty” Smith, Ray
Drummond and Pepper
Adams.  He has also
worked with Oscar
Peterson, Ron Carter, Milt
Jackson, Woody Shaw,
Jaki Byard and Kenny
Wheeler, amongst many
others. 

Peter Leitch’s most
significant recording and
performing soul mate,
however, is the wonderful
pianist John Hicks with
whom he has recorded six
times.  “I value my close
musical relationship with
John,” he says.  “We
never discuss compatibility
and chemistry - it's almost
telepathic.”  We can
expect similar playing with
Smith and Clarke since
their relationship with
Leitch encompasses many
years and many
performances.

Steve Wallace has
performed at the Yardbird
Suite on numerous
occasions, most recently
with pianist David Braid.
Wallace’s exceptional
talent is appreciated not
only by his fellow
musicians but also by all
followers of the Canadian
jazz scene.

Terry Clarke is probably

the Canadian drummer
who has had the most
extensive international
career.  He brings an
uncommon and, at first
glance, unlikely mix of
speed, lightness, accuracy
and authority to the drum
kit.  As impressive as
these qualities are in total,
Clarke invariably uses
them in a way that fits the
situation precisely. 

The net effect of these
three great talents will be
an evening of sensitive
and spontaneous jazz
presented with lean good
taste, free of cliché.

from 
New York

Peter Leitch - guitar
Steve Wallace - bass
Terry Clarke - drums

MARCH • APRIL 20046 •

peter•leitch•trio

SATURDAY • MARCH 27
DOORS 8PM • SHOW 9PM• MEMBERS $12/GUESTS $16

“Leitch plays straight-
ahead jazz with
conviction, chops and
creativity.”

Jim Ferguson,
Guitar Player

“His warm, singing
lines... have both a
melodic grace and a
rhythmic strength.”

John S. Wilson, 
New York Times

“Fiery energy ... lyrical
romanticism ...
becoming a major
figure.”

Leonard Feather, 
Los Angeles Times



dave•babcock
Happenstance CD Release Party

Saturday, April 10 promises
to be an exciting and mem-
orable evening at the Suite.
That night, Edmonton
saxophonist and bandleader
Dave Babcock will release his
long awaited solo jazz
album entitled
Happenstance. Dave is no
stranger to audiences at the
Yardbird Suite, having
performed here numerous
times in different settings
over the past dozen years. 

In the spring of last year,
Dave began pre-production
on his first self-produced
solo jazz album.  This
instrumental album contains
10 original songs, the
majority penned by Dave
and co-written by
keyboardist Chris Andrew.
The music was recorded at
Mike Lent’s 10th Street
Studio and mixed at Beta
Sound Recorders.
Happenstance reflects a new
direction and artistic
maturity in Dave’s playing
and writing.  This new
direction is evident in the
contemporary style of the
music, with excellent
production accentuating the
well crafted compositions.

The album features strong
melodies with delightful
improvisation stretching over
grooves drawn from current
styles of house, hip hop,
funk and latin.

Dave is joined on the
recording by many of
Edmonton and Alberta’s
premier jazz musicians:
Lyle Molzan and Sandro
Dominelli on drums, Mario
Allende on percussion, Mike
Lent on bass, Calgary’s Russ
Broom and Greg Smith on
guitar, Chris Andrew on
keyboards/ sequencing and
Bob Tildesley on trumpet.

This special show will
give those familiar with
Dave and his music the
opportunity to hear him in a
truly unique and personal
setting. The night will also
feature the debut of the
Dave Babcock Group,
performing the music from
the Happenstance album.

Dave Babcock - saxophone
Bob Tildesley - trumpet and keyboards
Chris Andrew - keyboards and loops
Russ Broom - guitar
Greg Smith - guitar
Mike Lent - bass
Mario Allende - percussion
Lyle Molzan - drums 

SATURDAY • APRIL 10
DOORS 8PM • SHOW 9PM• MEMBERS $6/GUESTS $10

Yardbird Suite to host Juno Awards events
Edmonton is hosting the 2004 Juno Awards on April 4 at
Rexall Place. The Yardbird Suite is proud to have been chosen
to host some of the Juno weekend events that will occur
Friday and Saturday, April 2-3, 2004. The exact schedule of
events had yet to be determined prior to press time.

Nominees for the 2004 Juno Award in the Traditional Jazz
Album of the Year category include Edmonton's Sandro

Dominelli Quintet for Café Varzé Jazz; John Stetch for
Standards; Guido Basso for Lost In The Stars; Mike Murley
and David Occhipinti for Duologue and One Take for One
Take - Volume One.

Please check the Yardbird Suite web page at
www.yardbirdsuite.com for Juno weekend show updates.

• 7MARCH • APRIL 2004
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Thom Golub - bass
Lane Arndt - guitar, electronics
Craig Giacobbo - guitar
Dave Hoyle  - saxophones
Brett Miles - saxophones, flute
Bob Tildesley - trumpet, electronics

Eric Weiden - trumpet, electronics,
pedal steel guitar
J.C. Jones - trombone
Ken Read - bass trombone, electronics
Craig Robertson - drums

chris•andrew•trio
CD Release Concert

SATURDAY • APRIL 17
DOORS 8PM • SHOW 9PM • MEMBERS $5/GUESTS $9

Chris Andrew - piano
Mike Lent - bass
Sandro Dominelli - drums

blackbyrd
M Y O O Z I K

rock • country
folk • jazz
electronica
classical

world beat

special orders
mail orders

buy, sell &
trade new and

used

439.1273
10442.82ave
fax 439.1765

thom•golub’s•alterations•band

In the fall of 2000
Edmonton
bassist-composer

Thom Golub led his first
Alterations Trio, an ever
changing line-up of musicians
revolving around Thom and his
compositions as well as tunes
by other local composers.  For
over three years he led an
array of Alterations trio groups
playing club dates around the
city, ranging instrumentally
from more traditional guitar
and piano trios to unusual
groupings with sax and
trumpet (and double bass),
trumpet and trombone, or
guitar and trombone. 

For his first Yardbird Suite
appearance leading his band
Thom wants to continue in a
similar vein - original music by
him and other local
composers, performed with
the best musicians Edmonton
has to offer - but on a larger
scale:  in fact, extra large.  Ten
musicians strong, among them
the best in jazz, avant-garde
and electronic music this
scene has to offer.

The evening will begin
where Thom started his
Alterations Trio, with Brett

Miles on sax and Craig
Robertson on drums.  As first
set progresses through
second, all ten musicians will
play a great variety of roles,
from Lane Arndt's masterful
guitar playing to his absolute
passion for the electronica
idiom, from the traditional,
beautiful brass sound of Eric
Weiden, J.C. Jones, Bob
Tildesley and Ken Read to the
electronic 'kaos' manipulation
of these age old
sounds…there will be a lot
going on.  Add to this the
experience of the entire group
with The Improvised Network
in a myriad of ad hoc
ensembles and you might
have the distinct notion this is
not a night to be missed at the
Suite! 

from 
Edmonton

FRIDAY • APRIL 16
DOORS 8PM • SHOW 9PM • MEMBERS $6/GUESTS $10
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Tenor sax
player and
composer/

arranger Bill Prouten grew
up in Winnipeg, and he is
a graduate of Jazz
programs at St. Francis
Xavier University, McGill
University, and the
University of Southern
California.  Bill has
studied with Kevin Dean,
Gordon Foote, Janis
Steprans, Shelly Berg,
Bob Sheppard, and Jan
Jarczyk. 

Since 1984 he has
been a freelance musician
performing in Winnipeg,
Montreal, Los Angeles,
and Vancouver.  Bill
recently joined the
teaching faculty as
woodwind instructor at

Keyano College in Fort
McMurray. 

This show will present
Bill's own compositions
and arrangements, and
will be in a hybrid pop/jazz
format (with Bill singing
his own tunes), and in
some cases, adapting
other pop tunes for
blowing purposes.  There
will be tunes that swing,
tunes in a Latin vein, and
others that feel like pure
pop.  But there will
always be blowing...

bill•prouten•quartet
from 

Ft.McMurray

Bill Prouten - tenor sax
Michelle Gregoire - piano, keys
Rubim de Toledo - bass
Dan Skakun - drums

FRIDAY • APRIL 23
DOORS 8PM • SHOW 9PM • MEMBERS $6/GUESTS $10



birth•of•the•cool

10 •

Andrew Glover - piano
J.P. Picard - sax
Trevor Dunn - guitar

Caner Ustundag - bass
Steve Hoy - drums 

MARCH • APRIL 2004

SATURDAY • APRIL 24
DOORS 8PM • SHOW 9PM • MEMBERS $5/GUESTS $9

Talented pianist and
composer Andrew Glover
has been part of

Edmonton's music scene for the past
twenty years.  He graduated from Grant
MacEwan Community College, studied
the Lydian Chromatic Theory with Wayne
Feschuk, and solo piano with Adrian
Chornowol and Charlie Austin. 

Andrew worked with Mike Rud, Jack
Semple, Kennedy Jensen, Dianne
Donovan, the Edmonton Symphony
Orchestra with Scott Hamilton and
Sheena Easton, among others, and for
over ten years toured extensively with
the Big Miller Band.

In addition, many artists have
performed and recorded Andrew's

compositions.  Six of the eleven
compositions on Jack Semple's Gray and
Yellow CD were written by Andrew, as
well as four songs for Dianne Donovan's
release Yes or No.  He was also a
principal writer for Edmonton's Pazzport,
and whose other two members,
drummer Steve Hoy and guitarist Trevor
Dunn, will join Andrew on the Yardbird
Suite stage for this engagement. 

Andrew's compositions and
arrangements have also been performed
or recorded by John Abercrombie, Anna
Beaumont, Caroline Mae Johnson, Jacek
Kochan, Pat LaBarbera, Theresa Lightfoot,
George McFetridge, Don Thompson,
Jean-Pierre Zanella, and Alfie Zappacosta.

andrew•glover•band
from 

Edmonton

Edmonton's
acoustic/
electric bass

player Rubim de Toledo
and saxophonist Ken
Hoffman are behind this
project that will present
the music from Miles
Davis' classic Birth of the
Cool sessions, an album
that has earned its place
as one of the corner-
stones of modern jazz.

Recorded right after
his stint playing and

recording with Charlie
Parker, Miles assembled
an incredible group of
musicians including Gerry
Mulligan, Lee Konitz,
John Lewis, Kai Winding
and Max Roach.  Twelve
tracks originally released
on 78s in 1949 and 1950
were eventually released
as an album by Capitol in
1957. 

So dubbed because
these three sessions —
two from early 1949, one

from March
1950 — are
where the sound
known as cool
jazz essentially
formed, The
Birth of the Cool
remains one of
the defining,
pivotal moments
in jazz.  This is
where the
elasticity of bop
was married

with skillful, big-band
arrangements and a
relaxed, subdued mood
that made it all seem
easy, even at its most
intricate.  After all,
there's a reason why this
music was called cool; it
has a hip, detached
elegance, never getting
too hot, even as the
rhythms skip and jump.
Indeed, the most
remarkable thing about
these sessions, arranged
by Gil Evans, is that they
sound intimate, as the
nonet never pushes too
hard, never sounds like
the work of nine
musicians.  Furthermore,
the group keeps things
short and concise
(probably the result of
the running time of
singles, but the results

are the same), which
keeps the focus on the
tones and tunes.  The
virtuosity led to relaxing,
stylish mood music as
the end result — the
very thing that came to
define West Coast or
"cool" jazz — but this
music is so inventive, it
remains alluring even
after its influence has
been thoroughly
absorbed into the
mainstream. (Stephen
Thomas Erlewine –
allmusic.com)

from 
Edmonton

FRI & SAT • APRIL 30 - MAY 1
DOORS 8PM • SHOW 9PM • MEMBERS $6/GUESTS $10

P.J. Perry - alto sax
Dean McNeill - trumpet
Ken Hoffman - baritone sax
Craig Brenan - trombone
Leonard Swanson - tuba
Jordan Faulds - French horn
Chris Andrew - piano
Rubim de Toledo - bass
Lyle Molzan - drums
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Last June's
performance
at the

Yardbird Suite featuring
Mike Zilber's group with
special guests Dave
Liebman and drummer
Steve Smith was
definitely one of the
highlights of the 2002-
2003 EJS season.

We are now very
fortunate to have Dave
Liebman return with his
own group.  Formed in
1991, the David Liebman
Group features Vic Juris
on guitar, Tony Marino on
bass and Marko
Marcinko on drums. 

Dave Liebman is a
giant amongst
saxophonists and flutists.
In addition, he is a
renowned jazz educator
having been made a
member of the Hall of
Fame of the International
Association of Jazz
Educators and also having
received an Honourary
Doctorate of Music from
the prestigious Sibelius
Institute in Helsinki,

Finland.
As a teenager,

Liebman saw John
Coltrane perform live in
New York and this
inspired him to pursue
his interest in jazz.
Following university, he
began to devote himself
full-time to being a jazz
artist.  After spending
some time in the jazz
fusion group Ten Wheel
Drive, he became the
saxophonist in Elvin
Jones' band in 1969.
From 1970 to 1974,
Dave Liebman worked
with Miles Davis. At the
same time, he co-led
Open Sky Trio and other
groups with Bob Moses,
and Lookout Farm with
Richie Beirach.  In 1977,
he toured with Chick
Corea. In the late 1970s,
Liebman formed his own
quintet which featured
John Scofield amongst
others.  He reunited with
Beirach in 1981 and
formed the group Quest
which was together until
about 1991. Since then,

he has led the David
Liebman Group which
has recorded and toured
worldwide. 

Liebman is
considered one of the
masters of the soprano
saxophone, having
consistently placed in the
top 5 in the Downbeat
Critics' Poll since 1973.
He received a Grammy
nomination in 1998 for
Best Jazz Solo for "My
Favourite Things" from
the album Thank You,
John on Arkadia.  To
date, Dave Liebman has
been featured on over
300 recordings, 100 of
them as a leader or co-
leader.  Over 200 of his
compositions have been
recorded. 

Guitarist Vic Juris is a
renowned sideman and
leader in his own right,
and whose most recent
recordings are on the
Steeplechase label.
Bassist Tony Marino has
worked every kind of gig

possible in the northeast
United States, and
whose jazz credits
include performances
with Mose Allison and
Phil Woods.  The newest
member of the group is
drummer Marko
Marcinko, who has
played with Maynard
Ferguson, Clark Terry,
Bob Mintzer and Arturo
Sandoval.

The David Liebman
Group has made eleven
recordings since its
inception in 1991, the
most recent being
Conversation on the
Sunnyside label.

the•david•liebman•group

from 
New York

THURSDAY • MAY 6
DOORS 7:30PM • SHOW 8PM • MEMBERS $21/GUESTS $25

Dave Liebman - saxes and flute
Vic Juris - guitar
Tony Marino - bass
Marko Marcinko - drums



All shows begin at 9 PM unless otherwise noted
Yardbird Suite at a Glance

MONDAY TUESDAY WEDNESDAY THURSDAY FRIDAY SATURDAY SUNDAY

March

Thursday - Saturday  • March 11-13

THE YARDBIRD SUITE 
IS A CONCERT VENUE

During the show, please turn off your cell phones and pagers

For upcoming shows visit 
www.yardbirdsuite.com

JAM with

Tilo Paiz 

Quartet
Friday & Saturday •  March 19 & 20

2 7

8 9 10 14

15 16 17 18 21

22/29 23/30 24/31 25 28

JAM with

Bob Tildesley

Combo

David Braid
Sextet

Friday  •  March 5

Simon Fisk
Trio

Saturday  •  March 6

Ruthie Foster & Cyd Cassone
THUR: DOORS 7:30PM 4 SHOW 8PM 
FRI/SAT: DOORS 8PM 4 SHOW 9PM

Three
Days!

Mike Herriott Sextet
with special guests Tommy Banks and Kent Sangster

Friday •  March 26

Peter Manley
Trio

Peter
Leitch

Trio
Saturday •  March 27

JAM with Craig 

Brenan (29th)

JAM with Rubim 

de Toledo (30th)

JAM with

The Jazz

Collective

MONDAY TUESDAY WEDNESDAY THURSDAY FRIDAY SATURDAY SUNDAY

Saturday  • April 10

JAM with

Mo Lefever

Combo
Friday  •  April 16

JAM with

J.F. Picard
Combo

Friday & Saturday •  April 2 & 3

Dave Babcock
CD Release 

Thom Golub’s 
Alterations Band

Friday •  April 23

Bill Prouten
Group

Andrew
Glover 
Band

Saturday •  April 24

April Juno Awards Weekend

Good Friday

Saturday  •  April 17

Chris Andrew
CD Release

Birth of the Cool David 
Liebman Group!

Thursday, May 6
DOORS 7:30PM 4 SHOW 8PM

JAM with

Caner Ustundag

Combo

JAM with

Marcus Taylor

Quartet

For more information about this month’s performers, 
please visit the following websites:

www.mikeherriott.com
www.peterleitch.com
www.upbeat.com/lieb
www.juno-awards.ca

Friday & Saturday •  April 30 & May 1

4

5 6 7 8 9 11

12 13 14 15 18

19 20 21 22 25

26 27 28 29 Next
Week!


